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Comments: I live and own property in this area, and I think this would destroy a lot of my property along with

neighbor and properties and the fish and wildlife in this area not to mention the beautiful trees and vegetation and

flowers that I have now people from across the United States have to see in the fall land in the summer and in

the spring cutting with damage all of the landscape and causing dangerous landslides we already have enough

problems with our roads as they are we don't need more heavy equipment, bridges roads, worse to control the

weed and different species of vegetation that is not indigenous to this area herbicides sprays like that runoff into

our freaks and streams, polluting our water, our fish along with other wildlife and also some protected fish that we

have in the streams. It would be like it was back when the coal companies didn't comply to the regulations and

reclaim of the properties that they strip Underground mining did too many peoples property and wells provided on

for water drinking and cleaning released, dangerous chemicals, and sulfur into the water where it couldn't be

used for drinking or washing clothes I think project needs to be shut down. We is Kentucky do not want our

beautiful landscapes to be turned into trash. It should be left alone. I have many family members that live

throughout the Jellico mountain area that you are talking about logging clearcutting. I say that it stops and

nothing else is done. We've already had waste material and Kenzie hollow when nobody was paying any

attention but as a hunter and several of my hunting we caught it before they could get any worse and I know a lot

of other Whitley County that would say the same thing please stop this


